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CASE STUDIES

“

Caroline Rupert

Peace Parks
is very good
at measuring
impact. We
look at a whole
range of things
from increasing
species to carbon
sequestration. It’s
very detailed.

“

Satish Kumar Modi

The motivation
behind my
philanthropic
endeavours is
to give back to
society as much
as I can.
Satish Kumar Modi

Caroline Rupert

“

Andrea Illy

We need to
transition to a
regenerative
society. This would
mean consuming
only resources
which can be
either recycled
or regenerated.
Consuming what
can be regenerated
is the only way to
be sustainable.
Andrea Illy

“

Priscilla de Moustier

The most
important thing
is the way you
make your
money. This has
got to be clean,
transparent, and
environmentally
compliant.
Priscilla de
Moustier

“

Enda Kenny

Impact investing
demonstrates
to business
owners that
their companies
can not only be
highly successful
but can also
contribute
enormously to
society at the
same time.
Enda Kenny

“

Monique Morrow

Blockchain has
promise as a tool
for social impact,
and it’s just the
tip of the iceberg
as we know it.
Monique Morrow
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1.
The impact
investing space

1.1 Introduction
A year and a half after the onset of the
Covid-19 pandemic, the world appears to be in
a steady state of economic recovery. Vaccines
are becoming widely administered, particularly
in developed countries, and the OECD
Economic Outlook predicts that global growth
will accelerate to 5.8% in 20211.
With that said, for many, this period has
represented a time of reflection and a
commitment to do better. Faced with
significant economic and health challenges,
the world was awakened to its vulnerabilities.
To overcome them, people have pulled
together to restore economies, keep
businesses in operation, and save lives.
In the process, the investing world has
experienced a remarkable evolution. There
has been a broad and rapid adoption of
sustainable investing and ESG principles since
the pandemic hit in early 2020. To illustrate, in
2019 impact investing accounted for 20% of the
average portfolio of those surveyed. Today, it
accounts for 41%, which is more than double.
And, this is projected to rise to 54% within the
next five years.
This change is not only coming from those
previously engaged in impact. It is also
coming from traditional investors, with a
considerable 48% reporting that they are now
incorporating ESG considerations into their
traditional investments, and 12% of these
doing so for every investment they make. For
many, incorporating ESG principles into their
investments is simply ‘good business practice’.
The rapid adoption of impact investing is also
coming from a flurry of smaller investors as
the industry goes mainstream and investment
opportunities open up to the masses.
Reflecting this, while the average wealth per
respondent this year stands at over USD $1
1
2

billion, just 5% of those who participated in this
research last year had wealth of less than USD
$1 million. This year, that proportion has risen to
21%, reflecting the widening of the market.
Moreover, rewarding these investors, impact
investing has proven to be resilient in times of
economic uncertainty. In fact, more than half
(58%) of impact investments in 2020 reportedly
performed the same (37%) or better (21%) than
their traditional counterparts.2 Furthermore,
59% of respondents report that their impact
investments have performed the same (43%) or
better (16%) than their traditional counterparts
over the lifetime of these investments.
Within this context, the 2021 edition of Investing
for Global Impact: A Power for Good takes the
pulse on how investors and philanthropists are
using their capital for social and environmental
good. Providing the most in-depth research to
date on sustainable investing within the high
/ ultra-high net worth community and their
family offices / foundations, this report provides
insights, analysis, and examples of best
practice. It looks at the strategies, motivations,
and attitudes of different types of investors
– philanthropic, impact, and traditional – and
explores their thoughts on important issues
such as climate change and the effects of
Covid-19 on investing.
The research design integrates the findings
from the surveys and interviews with six indepth case studies with experts and innovators
to explore some of the key technological
changes and advances in measurement,
frameworks, and business models that are
taking place to make sustainability a critical
part of investment decision-making. Our survey
results provide a broad overview of a range of
impact investors across the globe. The in-depth
qualitative interviews with a select sample
of survey respondents delve deeper into the
findings of the survey, and offer respondents’

OECD Economic Outlook, Volume 2021 Issue 1, https://www.oecd.org/economic-outlook/
Morningstar 2020 Sustainable Funds Weather the First Quarter Better Than Conventional Funds
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first-hand accounts of their experiences,
impact activities, and the challenges they face
as well as the progress they have made. The
case studies with front runners in sustainable
investing offer an exposition of cutting-edge
developments and transformations taking place
within businesses. This rich data set is analysed
in an integrated way to provide meaningful
insights and comprehensive data analysis
to facilitate knowledge exchange and more
informed decision-making.
The case studies include:
• One family office’s approach to
conservation finance in Africa, an interview
with Caroline Rupert, CEO of Kathaka family
office.
• A holistic approach to promoting wellbeing, an interview with philanthropist and
bestselling author Satish Kumar Modi.
• Andrea Illy, chairman of illycaffè, a certified
B-corporation, outlines his views on the
inextricable link between sustainability and
business value.
• Corporate stewardship, CSR and ESG,
a long-term view of incorporating
sustainability in business decisions. A
discussion with: Priscilla de Moustier,
chairman & chief executive officer of WendelParticipations; Christine Anglade Pirzadeh,
director of communication and sustainable
development, Wendel Group; and Professor
Morten Bennedsen, academic director,
Wendel International Centre for Family
Enterprise and co-director of the Hoffmann
Research Fund at INSEAD Business School.
• Impact investing Ireland – Hype or
substance? A panel with: Anne Finucane,
vice chairman of Bank of America and
chairman of Bank of America - Europe;
The Edge, guitarist with U2, advisory board
member for the Environmental Solutions
Initiative at MIT and chairman of Endeavor
Ireland; Gillian Tett, Moral Money co-founder
and the editor-at-large of the Financial
Times, US; Enda Kenny, Former Taoiseach
of Ireland and chairman of the Global
Advisory Council for VentureWave Capital;
and Kieran McLoughlin, managing partner of
VentureWave Capital.
• Roundtable discussion: Blockchain, a new
frontier for sustainable investment joined
by Elisa Giudici, general partner at Rethink
Capital and trustee of the Impact in Tech

Foundation; David Brierley, the founder and
CEO of Hyprr; David Mullane, partner of Falls
Bridge; and Riccardo Milesi, co-founder of
Digital Eyes Capital.

Methodology: The Investing for Global Impact
report uses a mixed-method, qualitative and
quantitative approach. Between March and May
2021, 303 individual investors, family offices, and
foundations were surveyed and / or interviewed.
This includes 277 survey participants, of which
238 were selected for statistical analysis, and 26
interviews, which were used for the case studies
and accompanying narrative.

1.2 Global overview of participants
The following outlines a profile of those who
participated in the research –
Most respondents are individual
investors or single family offices

Similar to previous years, the majority of
respondents are either individual investors (48%)
or are from single family offices (24%). Additionally,
respondents include foundations (8%), charities
/ not-for-profits / universities (8%), private multifamily offices (6%), and commercial multi-family
offices (5%) (figure 1.1).
Figure 1.1
The type of organisation participants represent

49++24658
49
8%

5%
6%

8%

48%

24%

Individual investor or family
Single family office

Private multi-family office
Commercial multi-family office
Foundation (including foundations
of a privately held corporation)
Charity / not-for-profits / university
Base: All respondents.
Source: Campden Wealth/GIST Initiatives/Barclays Private Bank,
Investing for Global Impact 2021.
Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
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Participants’ estimated total net worth
stands at USD $328 billion or USD
$1.08 billion per person

Across the respondents who participated in
this report, their estimated cumulative net
worth stands at USD $328 billion and averages
USD $1.08 billion per participant (figures 1.2
and 1.3). These figures are higher than those
from last year’s report, where the estimated
cumulative net worth stood at USD $264 billion
and average net worth, per participant, was
USD $876 million.
While the largest proportion of this wealth
has been created by first generation wealth
creators (46%), sizeable proportions reflect
second (31%) or third or older generations (23%)
(figure 1.4).
Figure 1.2
Average wealth, AUM, endowment, and
endowment dispersal level across the
participant sample

$1.08bn

Figure 1.3
Including their holding in the core operating
business, the total net worth of the family
$1bn+

19%

$100m – 1bn

21%

$10m – 100m

19%

$1m – 10m

15%

Less than $1m

Average net worth

$1.08 billion

26%
Estimated total net worth

$328 billion

Base: All respondents excluding foundations.
Source: Campden Wealth/GIST Initiatives/Barclays Private Bank,
Investing for Global Impact 2021.
Note: Estimated cumulative wealth is based on those surveyed plus
those interviewed. Last year, those interviewed were excluded from the
total. Average net worth is based solely on those surveyed.

Figure 1.4
The generation of the family wealth

46++54 31
46
31++69 23
23++77

$833mn
$587mn

$19mn

46%

31%

23%

1st

2nd

3rd and
beyond

Base: All respondents.
Source: Campden Wealth/GIST Initiatives/Barclays Private Bank,
Investing for Global Impact 2021.
Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Net
worth

Value
of 2020
endowment
Assets
under
management

Foundation
dispersal
p.a.

Base: All respondents.
Source: Campden Wealth/GIST Initiatives/Barclays Private Bank,
Investing for Global Impact 2021.
Note: These averages are based solely on those surveyed, not those
interviewed.

Total estimated AUM is USD $253
billion cumulatively or USD $833
million per respondent

Participants’ estimated cumulative assets
under management (AUM) this year is USD
$253 billion, or an average of USD $833 million
per participant, up from USD $211 billion and
USD $833 million last year, respectively (figure
1.5).
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Figure 1.5
What is the value of your 2021 investible assets
or assets under management (AUM in USD)?
$1bn+

23%

$10m – 100m

16%

$1m – 10m

Figure 1.7
The value of foundations’ 2020 endowments

19%

Less than $1m

$1bn+

27%

Average AUM

$833 million

Foundations’ total estimated
endowments is USD $15 billion; each
averages USD $587 million

Foundations’ estimated endowment value
totals USD $15 billion, with an average
endowment of USD $587 million and annual
dispersal of USD $19 million (figures 1.7 and
1.8).

14%

$100m – 1bn

Estimated total AUM

$253 billion

Base: All respondents excluding foundations.
Source: Campden Wealth/GIST Initiatives/Barclays Private Bank,
Investing for Global Impact 2021.
Note: Estimated cumulative AUM is based on those surveyed plus
those interviewed. Last year, those interviewed were excluded from the
cumulative total. The average AUM is based solely on those surveyed.

4%

$100m – 1bn

20%

$10m – 100m

20%

$1m – 10m

20%

Less than $1m

36%

Average endowment

Broken down by type of participant, single
family offices’ AUM averages USD $1.2 billion,
multi-family offices USD $2.3 billion, and
individual investors USD $181 million (figure
1.6).

Figure 1.6
Average AUM by type of investor

$181

Individual
investor

million

$1.2

Single
family
office

11

billion

$2.3

Multi-family
office

billion

$587 million

Estimated total endowment

$15 billion

Base: All foundations.
Source: Campden Wealth/GIST Initiatives/Barclays Private Bank,
Investing for Global Impact 2021.
Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Figure 1.8
The amount the foundation / charity /
not-for-profit disperses per annum
$100m – 1bn

4%

$10m – 100m

17%

$1m – 10m

43%

Less than $1m

35%

Average annual dispersal

$19 million

Base: All foundations.
Source: Campden Wealth/GIST Initiatives/Barclays Private Bank,
Investing for Global Impact 2021.
Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Average AUM

$833 million
Source: Campden Wealth/GIST Initiatives/Barclays Private Bank,
Investing for Global Impact 2021.
Note: Average AUMs are based solely on those surveyed, not interviewed.

To read the rest of this chapter, please
request a copy of the complete Investing
for Global Impact - A Power for Good 2021
report. Turn to page 2 for more details.
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2.
Investment
strategy and
philosophy

Key findings

decision-making process (12%) or they do not
factor them in at all (40%) (figure 2.4, pg. 19).

Amongst those active in impact investing,
87% have made investments, while 12% report
researching or exploring the field without
having yet made an investment. 18% are
pursuing impact investing as their primary
portfolio strategy and 45% currently have
multiple impact investments across different
asset classes / causes (figure 2.1, pg. 17).
Echoing last year, the number one ranked
reason motivating investors to engage in
impact is to make the world a better place
(64%), followed by a belief that it is ‘the right
thing to do’ (45%). Interestingly, now more
than a third (36%) also engage in impact
investing because they believe incorporating
sustainability considerations into their
investments will lead to better returns / risk
projections – a notable increase from 24%
in 2020 (figure 2.2, pg. 18). For a discussion
on how one family office uses its experience
in venture capital, conservation finance,
sustainable investing and philanthropy to
support the Peace Parks Foundation in Africa,
please see the interview with Caroline Rupert,
a third-generation wealth holder and CEO of
Kathaka family office, on page 21. This case
study highlights the hybrid use of impact
investing and philanthropy for environmental
conservation. It also discusses the detailed
and personalised impact measurements
and reporting tools developed to report the
impacts achieved to donors and sponsors.
Amongst traditional investors who are not
involved in impact investing, 48% reportedly
still take ESG factors into consideration when
making investment decisions. Within these,
for 12%, it is a central factor in their decisionmaking; for 36% it is just one of the factors
they consider. The remainder consider ESG
factors, but do not make it part of their formal
3

In 2020, over one-third (36%) of respondents’
average investment portfolio was dedicated
to impact. This is higher than expected, as
those from last year’s report predicted that
their allocations to impact would increase to
just 22% by 2020. Similarly, respondents last
year predicted that impact investing’s average
share of their portfolio would increase to 26%
by 2021 when, in fact, it has grown to 41% this
year - a notably higher proportion. Moving
forward, this year’s respondents predict
that impact will account for 47% of their
average portfolio in 2022 and 54% by 2027.
Interestingly, 52% of respondents also expect
that more than 50% of their portfolio will be
invested in impact within the next five years
(figure 2.5, pg. 20).

2.1 Impact investing activity
Sustainable investing has, in part, been driven
by critical events, such as the end of the stock
market bubble in 2000, the financial crash in
2008, the Paris Climate Change Agreement in
2015 and, most recently the Covid-19 pandemic.
These events have made businesses aware
that environmental, social, and governance
(ESG) factors are significant, if not decisive,
for financial performance. Marked out to be a
rapidly developing area over the next decade,
at present, sustainable investing has grown to
account for USD $35.3 trillion globally3.
In terms of recent events, impact investing
was viewed as a fast-growing area prior to the
pandemic. However, the disruption caused by
Covid-19 highlighted the importance of building
sustainable and resilient business models
based on multi-stakeholder considerations. This
made more investors consider how to promote
sustainable practices and products, and

Global Sustainable Investment Review 2020 http://www.gsi-alliance.org/
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future-proof their portfolios against climate risk.
In fact, Morningstar reported that sustainable
funds saw record levels of investment in 20204.
There have been some concerns that the
record flows to impact investing in 2020
represented a Covid-19 green bubble, which
may disappear with an end to the pandemic,
when normal trading resumes, presuming
that it does. However, a Morningstar report5
revealed that the sustainable investing
universe attracted USD $185.3 billion in net
inflows in the first quarter of 2021, up 17% from
USD $158.3 billion in the prior quarter, while
global assets neared the USD $2 trillion mark,
up 17.8% from the prior quarter.
Investor surveys across the financial industry
also show that impact investing is becoming
mainstream, attracting record levels of flows
and attention. The Global Impact Investing
Network6 (GIIN) estimated that the market size
of impact investing was a significant USD $715
billion in 2020.

17

A growing number view impact as their
primary investment strategy

In 2021, 18% of those surveyed for this report
viewed impact investing as their primary
investment strategy, up from 16% in 2020 and
13% in 2019.
For individual investors and single family offices,
the portions were even higher at 23% and 21%,
respectively (figure 2.1).
Nearly half (45%) of all respondents currently
have multiple impact investments across
different asset classes / causes, a notable
increase from 34% in 2019, but a little less than
the 50% in 2020.
The percentage of respondents who have made
their first impact investment and are considering
further opportunities has remained steady since
last year at 24%. The number who have yet to
make an investment, but are actively researching
/ exploring the field, has also stayed the same
over the last two years at 12%.

Figure 2.1
How best respondents describe their impact investing experience
Consider impact
investing to be our
primary approach
to the portfolio
Individual
investor or
family

Single family
office

Active with multiple
impact investments
across asset classes
or causes

Have made our first
Actively researching /
impact investment and exploring impact investment
considering further
opportunities, but no
impact opportunities
investment made yet

19%
23%

21%

42%

41%

13%

31%

19%

9%

9%
45%

Foundation

36%

12%

18%
Total

7%

13%
56%

Multi-family
office

15%

45%

24%

Base: All respondents involved in impact investing. Source: Campden Wealth/GIST Initiatives/Barclays Private Bank, Investing for Global Impact 2021.
Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Morningstar February 8, 2021 Sustainable Funds’ Record-Breaking Year. https://www.morningstar.co.uk/uk/
news/209411/sustainable-funds-record-breaking-year.aspx
Morningstar May 5, 2021 Sustainable Fund Flows Hit New Record. https://www.morningstar.co.uk/uk/
news/211923/sustainable-fund-flows-hit-new-record.aspx
6
GIIN June 11, 2020 Annual Impact Investor Survey. https://thegiin.org/research/publication/impinv-survey-2020.
4

5

To read the rest of this chapter, please
request a copy of the complete Investing
for Global Impact - A Power for Good 2021
report. Turn to page 2 for more details.
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4.
Performance

Key findings
Nearly half (48%) of respondents agree that
one can target lower financial returns or take
on greater risk, but they do not have to give
up returns in impact investing. Roughly a
quarter (24%) agree that there is no trade-off
between financial returns and impact. These
figures reflect the changing view that one
must give up financial returns if they want
to invest in impact – something only 20% of
respondents reportedly believe today (figure
4.1, pg. 35).
Most respondents (85%) attest that their
impact investments either satisfied (72%)
or exceeded (13%) their expectations
in relation to achieving their social /
environmental objectives (figure 4.3, pg.
36). In terms of financial returns, over
half (58%) of respondents said that their
impact investments either outperformed
(21%) or performed the same as (37%) their
traditional investments. Just 42% reportedly
underperformed their traditional investments
(figure 4.5, pg. 37).
72% of respondents feel that their
philanthropic giving met their expectations
in relation to achieving their social /
environmental objectives (figure 4.8, pg. 40).
This chapter concludes with an interview
with Dr. Andrea Illy, chairman of illycaffè.
Dr. Illy explains how B Corp certification
and his sustainable business approach is a
fundamental part of his brand recognition.
The case study also provides insight into the
multilateral partnerships that are forming to
publicly support regenerative agriculture and
a regenerative economy (pg. 41).

4.1. Performance expectations
Morningstar14 reported that 51 out of 57 of their
sustainable indices outperformed their broad
market counterparts in the first quarter of 2020,
and MSCI15 reported that four of their global ESG
indices outperformed their parent index not only
in 2020, but also consistently dating back over a
five year period. Furthermore, Refinitiv Lipper’s16
reporting shows that sustainable strategies do
not require a return trade-off and have important
resilient properties in times of economic
turbulence. This was affirmed in the interviews
as one respondent, entirely focused on impact
investing, explained:

“

There is still this myth
that you have to sacrifice
performance when you
invest in impact. Our
portfolios are doing very
well. We’ve had lots of
great exits and lots of wins,
both in public and private
markets.
Impact investment adviser,
private multi-family office, North
America

Most believe you do not have to give
up financial returns for impact…

Asked about the relationship between impact
investing and financial returns, the bulk of
respondents (48%) believe that investors can
choose to target lower financial returns, or take
on greater risk, but they do not have to give up
returns in order to invest sustainably (in 2020
this proportion was 45%)17 (figure 4.1). Another

Morningstar April 3, 2020, Sustainable Funds Weather the First Quarter Better Than Conventional Funds https://www.morningstar.com/articles/976361/
sustainable-funds-weather-the-first-quarter-better-than-conventional-funds
15
MSCI April 22, 2020, MSCI ESG Indexes during the coronavirus crisis
https://www.msci.com/www/blog-posts/msci-esg-indexes-during-the/01781235361
16
Refinitiv Lipper February 1, 2021 Monday Morning Memo: Were ESG-Related Funds More Resilient in 2020? https://lipperalpha.refinitiv.com/2021/02/
monday-morning-memo-were-esg-related-funds-more-resilient-in-2020/#
Refinitiv Lipper April, 2020 Monday Morning Memo: Are ESG Funds Outperformers During the Corona Crisis? https://lipperalpha.refinitiv.com/2020/04/
monday-morning-memo-are-esg-funds-outperformers-during-the-corona-crisis/
14
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24% assert that there is simply no trade-off
between impact investing and financial returns.
Just 20% believe that you always must give up
financial returns if you want to invest sustainably.

Despite market volatility brought on
by Covid-19, impact investment returns
broadly met or exceeded expectations in
2020…

…however, somewhat more have doubts
this year

For most respondents (79%), their impact
investment returns either met (60%) or exceeded
(19%) their expectations (figure 4.2). This high
level of satisfaction is similar to last year’s results
when 87% noted their impact investments met or
exceeded their expectations.18 It is also consistent
with GIIN’s finding in which 88% of respondents in
2020 reported that their impact investments met
or exceeded their financial expectations.19

Perhaps reflecting a different sample, these
figures differ slightly from last year, as fewer
investors (11%) in 2020 believed that returns had to
be sacrificed in order to invest sustainably, while
more believed that there is no trade-off between
impact investing and financial returns (32%).
Figure 4.1
Respondents’ views on the relationship
between financial returns and impact investing

48++24208
48
8%

20%

24%

You can choose to target
lower financial returns, or
take on greater risk, but
do not have to give up
returns for impact
There is no trade-off
between financial
returns and impact

48%

You always have
to give up financial
returns if you want
to consider impact
There is no
relationship between
these two aspects of
an investment

Base: All respondents.
Source: Campden Wealth/GIST Initiatives/Barclays Private Bank,
Investing for Global Impact 2021.
Figures may not sum to 100% due to rounding. Single option permitted.

“

4.2 Performance experience

If you invest your money
in impactful ways, you’re
getting a double benefit.
You’re providing long-term
sustainability to businesses
and people, without having to
give anything away for free.
Co-founder and chief investment
officer, global private equity firm,
United Kingdom, Europe
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This was particularly the case for respondents who
considered impact to be their primary investment
approach. Here, 38% reported that their 2020
investments exceeded their expectations while,
for 46%, their expectations were met (totalling
84%). This may indicate that as one’s experience
improves so does their ability to select better
investments. This was reinforced from the
interviews, where investors were enthusiastic
about the financial benefits of impact investing:

“

“

If I just compare my returns
from my investment into electric
city buses, which I made three
years ago in 2018, the value has
already increased four times. You
can’t expect that in traditional
capital markets. That’s why I
say my impact investments are
providing huge returns.
Private investor, Lithuania, Europe

During lockdown I had much
more time to read and do
calculations. I wanted to know
if and how the profitability of
windmills worked. In doing
so, I began to realise that these
guys are indeed profitable and
why. Of course, you read reports
that they are profitable, but you
don’t understand why. For me,
Covid-19 gave me time to think
through things like this.
Private investor, Netherlands, Europe

17
Campden Wealth/GIST Initiatives/Barclays Private Bank,
Investing for Global Impact 2020.
18
Campden Wealth/GIST Initiatives/Barclays Private Bank,
Investing for Global Impact 2020 and 2021.
19
GIIN June 11, 2020 Annual Impact Investor Survey. https://thegiin.org/research/publication/impinv-survey-2020.

To read the rest of this chapter, please
request a copy of the complete Investing
for Global Impact - A Power for Good 2021
report. Turn to page 2 for more details.
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6.2 Carbon footprint
Carbon footprint: The amount of carbon
dioxide, or greenhouse gas emissions,
released into the atmosphere as a result
of the activities of a particular individual,
organisation, or community.
A key driver causing climate change is the level of
carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gases
in the planet’s atmosphere. It is therefore critical
that these levels are monitored and controlled.
At present, the level of greenhouse gases in the
planet’s atmosphere is the highest recorded
in human history. According to NOAA’s Global
Monitoring Laboratory, CO2 is the most abundant
human-caused greenhouse gas and, once emitted,
it stays in the atmosphere and oceans for thousands
of years.The knock-on effect is global warming,
which leads to environmental damage, risk to
human health, wildlife extinction, and economic
loss. Pieter Tans, a senior scientist with NOAA’s
Global Monitoring Laboratory, remarked38:

“

We are adding roughly 40
billion metric tonnes of CO2
pollution to the atmosphere
per year. That is a mountain of
carbon that we dig up out of
the Earth, burn, and release into
the atmosphere as CO2 year
after year. If we want to avoid
catastrophic climate change,
the highest priority must be to
reduce CO2 pollution to zero at
the earliest possible date.

Awareness of one’s carbon footprint is up
this year, as investors use this knowledge
to guide their investment decisions

To help reduce emission levels, individuals and
companies are increasingly making themselves
aware of their own carbon footprint. When investors
were asked last year if they knew the carbon
footprint of their portfolios, 19% reported that they
did. Today, this figure is up to 25% (figure 6.10).
This knowledge is helping investors in a variety
of ways. Half (50%) are considering it when
determining which new investments to make, while
40% are using this knowledge to actively manage
their carbon footprint downwards, with a target in
mind (figure 6.10). But few respondents become
aware of their carbon footprint and subsequently
stay inactive. Merely 10% of those aware of their
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“

carbon footprint reported that this knowledge has
not changed how they invest.

We’ve set targets based on our
own carbon footprint. We’re
practically paperless and we
encourage people to walk and
cycle to work. But more than
that, when we’re tendering
for work, we show our carbon
footprint credentials, and when
we are working with other
people, we ask them for theirs.
Private investor, United Kingdom,
Europe

There is a strong appetite for additional
awareness

Of the three-quarters of respondents who are
currently unaware of their carbon footprint, twothirds (66%) report that they would like to know it to
help with their future investing. Just one-quarter (25%)
claim that they do not think knowing it would change
how they invest (figure 6.10). This suggests that there
is a strong appetite among investors to understand
the environmental implications of their portfolios.
Figure 6.10
Investors’ knowledge, views and actions related
to carbon footprint
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when making
investments
Are actively
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a target / goal in
mind
It does not
change how we
invest

47++53
47
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75%

50%

40%
10%

The views of investors who do
not know their carbon footprint
We would like to
know it to help
future investing
We don’t think it
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if we did know it
We aren’t
interested in
knowing it

66%
25%
9%

Source: Campden Wealth/GIST Initiatives/Barclays Private Bank, Investing
for Global Impact 2021. Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

NOAA Research News, June 7, 2021, Carbon dioxide peaks near 420 parts per million at Mauna Loa observatory: https://research.noaa.gov/article/ArtMID/587/ArticleID/2764/Coronavirus-response-barely-slows-rising-carbon-dioxide
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6.3 Fossil fuels
The fossil fuel investment debate:
A divided response, however, more
this year are against investing in
the industry

While energy from fossil fuels is relatively
inexpensive to produce, they are abundant, and
largely reliable, they also emit large quantities of
greenhouse gases when they are burned, which
contributes to pollution and global warning.
When respondents were asked whether they
believe people should invest in the fossil fuel
industry, the results were divided. Just over half
(53%) said no (up from 46% last year), while the
remaining 47% said yes (down from 54% last
year) (figure 6.11).

division (formerly New Energies), which
invests in low-carbon technologies, such as
wind and solar solutions40. With that said, one
respondent commented that these industryside changes are not coming without pressure
from governmental / legal institutions and
environmental activists:

“

Reasons against investing in
fossil fuels: planetary damage and
financial risk

Among those who are against investing in fossil
fuels, the core rationale of respondents is that
they damage the planet (33%). Smaller portions
of respondents highlighted the financial risk of
legal and regulatory challenges (9%), and risks of
stranded assets and valuations (7%) (figure 6.11).
Reasons for investing in fossil fuels:
potential contribution to renewables
and an opportunity to influence change

A third of respondents are proponents of
investing in fossil fuel-based companies, as they
argue that they have the potential to contribute
to renewables / clean energy. Another 11%
believe that they present an opportunity to
engage and influence change. Merely 3% chose
to highlight the financial returns the fossil fuel
industry makes (figure 6.11).
In a related vein, in last year’s report, 40% of
respondents agreed with the statement, ‘the
leading companies producing fossil fuels will
be leaders in renewable energy in the future.’
To this end, some headway has been made
by major players in the fossil fuel industry. For
example, BP is reportedly one of the largest
donors to renewable energy in the world and
has invested in solar, wind, hydrogen, and
other biofuel technologies, while Royal Dutch
Shell aims to spend up to USD $3 billion39
on its ‘Renewables and Energy Solutions’
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There is the court case of
Shell in Europe. By law they
have been pushed to speed
up their energy transition.
We haven’t had that happen
before. And, environmental
activist investors have taken
three places on the board of
directors of ExxonMobil. This
will bring changes in that
industry – there is no doubt
about that.
Private investor, Netherlands,
Europe

Figure 6.11
Should companies who invest in fossil fuel be
considered for investment
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Source: Campden Wealth/GIST Initiatives/Barclays Private Bank, Investing for
Global Impact 2021. Note: When comparing these figures to last year, please
note that a ‘don’t know’ option accounted for 14% of the responses in 2020.
These don’t knows were excluded and the statistics recalibrated to create a
like-for-like comparison.

39
Note: Shell’s total revenue in 2020 was $180.54 billion, while BP’s was USD $180.4 billion. Source: Shell
Annual Report 2020: https://reports.shell.com/annual-report/2020/consolidated-financial-statements/statement-of-income.php / Statista: https://www.statista.com/statistics/264185/bp-group-revenue-since-2003/
40
Investopedia: Top 4 Oil Companies that Protect the Environment, February 18, 2020: https://www.investopedia.com/articles/markets/030816/top-4-oil-companies-protect-environment-xom-sun.asp
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8.
Roundtable discussion:
The partners’ view

How would you describe the impact investing
market today?
GIST Initiatives:

The impact investing market is still relatively new and, in its
infancy, however, experts are enthusiastic overall about its
development and anticipate an ecosystem with increased
scale, solidarity, sustainability and a vibrant outcome… A Power
for Good. We need sustainable impact at scale.
Barclays Private Bank:

For private investors, it’s still at the early-adopter stage.
Many investors are more aware of the opportunities available
to them with their portfolios. This could be due to climate
risks emerging in their portfolio, or an interest to catalyse
commercial solutions to social or environmental problems,
or having seen the recent momentum into sustainable
investments. We’ve certainly seen an increase in clients
proactively asking us how we can help them, either individually
or as a family.
But interest does not immediately translate into portfolio
action. This is why data from the report’s respondents is so
valuable – to help investors shift interest into action.
Campden Wealth:

Gamil de Chadarevian,
Founder, GIST Initiatives Ltd.

Damian Payiatakis,
Head of Sustainable and
Impact Investing, Barclays
Private Bank

Investors’ drive is certainly one of sustainability. However,
we are witnessing an evolution here, which echoes the rapid
maturing of the industry. In this report, a remarkable 70% of
respondents assert that the transition to net-zero emissions is
‘the greatest commercial opportunity of our age’. With nearly
60% reporting that their impact investments either performed
the same as or outperformed their traditional investments in
2020, we are seeing a coupling between passion and profitably
– a force that can only propel this industry further forward.
How has Covid-19 affected investment into
sustainability?
GIST Initiatives:

Covid-19 has multiplied global uncertainties and challenges.
The economic and financial shocks associated with
Covid-19 have generated new opportunities for sustainable
investments and regeneration, however these also make
finance for sustainability endeavours more difficult. Critical

Dr. Rebecca Gooch,
Senior Director of Research,
Campden Wealth
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aspects of the global pandemic and
current trends may even compromise the
commitment to the SDGs.
Barclays Private Bank:

While some initially questioned whether
Covid-19 would dampen the momentum of
sustainable investing, instead it’s provided yet
another accelerant to its growth.
First, previously sceptical clients are now
having to acknowledge the performance and
inward investment flows we’ve all seen during
this volatile and uncertain period. They’re
asking for guidance and opportunities to invest
more sustainably.
Additionally, as investors have been
challenged to safely pilot their family’s lives
and their portfolios through the disruptions,
we’ve been supporting them through more
and different discussions about the future how their family’s wealth can reflect more of
their values and the role they want to play
in society.

“

Sustainable investing has
not gone mainstream –
mainstream is becoming
more sustainable.
Damian Payiatakis, Head of
Impact Investing, Barclays
Private Bank

Has impact investing gone
mainstream and, if so, to what
effect?
Barclays Private Bank:

Sustainable investing has not gone mainstream
– mainstream is becoming more sustainable.
This means within investment practice we’re
starting to assess both the impact the world
has on our clients’ investments, and also the
impact their portfolios are having on the world.
Sustainable investing can no longer be
questioned as a fad or fashion; but rather it will
be fundamental to how we invest in the future.
GIST Initiatives:

Genuine impact investing has expanded,
however, it is still quite a niche market; it will
reach mainstream once investors have access
to high-grade impact pipelines as well as
adequate skills and experience. In the current
economic climate, smart impact investing
is essential.

Campden Wealth:

Year-on-year we are seeing growth in the
inclusion of sustainability considerations in
investing decisions. Ultra-high net worth
investors and family offices have always
been front runners in sustainable investing,
and they continue to set a challenging path
for other investors who will follow in their
footsteps. With that said, what is new is the
blurring of boundaries between investing for
a financial return and putting money towards
urgent social needs. Both larger institutions
and individual investors are increasingly
recognising that these two activities are
not mutually exclusive. In fact, they are
increasingly investing in companies which
deliver solid financial returns and, at the same
time, have a positive social or environmental
impact. This is an exciting and much needed
development.
What do you see as a key challenge
to the industry and how can it be
overcome?
Campden Wealth:

Some investors, who are not involved in
sustainable investing, still believe it breeds
greater costs than benefits. This is because
they believe sustainable investing cannot
produce financial returns which align with
traditional investments, and they question
the effectiveness of investments’ social/
environmental impact. To overcome these
challenges, ongoing research is needed to
track the positive performance of sustainable
investments, which debunks misconceptions
surrounding returns. Furthermore, whilst
progress has been made with regard to
non-financial measurement and reporting
frameworks, more needs to be done to
improve existing frameworks and to share the
progress made across the industry, so that
new investors can feel confident that their
funds will be used effectively.
Barclays Private Bank:

At the moment, the primarily hindrance to
the industry is the notion that all sustainable
investing is identical. This is incorrect,
and given the various approaches they
use (figure 3.1), the report’s respondents
recognise this nuance.
The issue is this potentially drives
misunderstanding and misrepresentations
about what sustainable investing is, and isn’t;
this in turn leads to risks of unwarranted hype
and greenwashing.
It is important for investors to look for help to
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articulate their preferences and understand
the various options. It’s also down to the media
and industry practitioners to be more clear
and precise with our language so we are clear,
fair, and not misleading, either positively or
negatively around the industry.
What do you believe will be the
impact of COP26?
GIST Initiatives:

Mitigating climate disaster is not only a good
idea, but a necessity to avert catastrophe and
save our planet and civilisation. To achieve
this, we need global agreement and solidarity
amongst world leaders. However, this will
require fundamental changes. The critical
question is whether world leaders can unite
to make these changes. For me, the key
questions facing world leaders are:
Can they agree on a pioneering and effective
paradigm shift and measurable call to action; a
global, holistic action plan for climate change?
Can they sustainably fuse power and purpose
to commit to global cooperation and a
sustainable transformation?
Can they transition from a static risk review to
a holistic and dynamic risk assessment?
Barclays Private Bank:

COP26 needs to serve as a step-change in the
level of global commitment and, moreover,
action around climate change. We must heed
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change report and recognise that the longer
we wait, the more damage and more difficult it
will be to address climate breakdown.
Like the pandemic, climate breakdown is
global in nature, respects no borders, and
requires a united response. Reading chapter
6, it’s notable to see how these leading
investors are ready and willing to play their
part. So, while we’ve seen from prior COP how
challenging achieving agreement and action
can be, COP26 needs to catalyse real change
at a global scale.
How can blockchain technology
support impacting investing and
philanthropy?
GIST Initiatives:

Blockchain can be a potent technology
source and platform to test and trace and
to add rigorous transparency and data.
It represents a digital revolution and a
compelling opportunity for impact investing
and philanthropy.
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Barclays Private Bank:

Blockchain provides a new tool that can enable
greater trust, transparency, lower transaction
costs, and decentralisation. It has already been
applied across a range of fields and issues, for
example, for refugees, agriculture, supply chain,
and financial inclusion.
For impact investing and philanthropy,
blockchain can be particularly valuable for both
impact measurement and reporting as well as
for widening accessibility of financial products.
However, like any new instrument, the value
is not in the quality of the tool but the skill of
its use.
If you had one word of advice for
new players entering the field, what
would it be?
Barclays Private Bank:

Inside-out. From the experience of introducing
and helping clients make their portfolios more
sustainable, a critical aspect is establishing
clarity on where the individual and family
wants to go. This comes from an internal
consideration and discussion about their
ambitions and plans, rather than simply
picking interesting investments that may
not even be able to meet either impact or
financial objectives.
Once setting this lodestar, it’s much easier
to help navigate through the industry’s
complexity, or set a portfolio strategy, or find
suitable investments for their aims. If you don’t
know where you want to go, you’re unlikely to
get there.
GIST Initiatives:

Wisely select your partners and chart
a smart approach and holistic vision to
rapidly implement your strategy and deliver
transformational, profound change. GIST
Initiatives is willing, ready and able to provide
help, connect the dots and capture the full
value of social impact.
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GIST Initiatives Ltd. – Global Impact
Solutions Today
GIST Initiatives (GIST) is a thought-leader; we
bridge the gap between social & business,
ideas & practice, and donors & grantees. We
work with organisations to adapt business
models and philanthropic approaches, to
introduce and integrate new perspectives
of social impact and to deliver advisory
services. We define sustainability and
impact as a transformational, innovative, and
holistic business model, presently the most
sophisticated, that provides a competitive
edge, delivers healthy financial returns and
mitigates future risks - a force for good.
Philanthropy and impact investing suggest
and imply different things to different
people. As a think tank on this subject, we
explore how family offices, foundations and
organisations approach impact investing and
philanthropy trends. GIST is the Founding
Partner & Lead Sponsor of the annual report
“Investing for Global Impact – A Power for
Good”, a leading knowledge platform to
broaden understanding, identify trends, and
provide a unique peer-to-peer benchmark
for individuals, families, family offices, and
foundations.
GIST and its network support endeavours
and charitable initiatives that have potential
for long-term, holistic, sustainable impact.
At GIST we strictly follow ethical principles.
We do not compromise our values, strong
purpose, integrity, and credibility.
Discover more at: gistltd.com

Barclays Private Bank
Barclays Private Bank is part of the Barclays
Group, which was founded in 1690 in the
UK. Headquartered in London, the Private
Bank sits alongside Barclays’ Corporate
and Investment Banks. Barclays Group has
a presence in over 40 countries and areas
worldwide, including the UK, India, Middle
East, US and APAC regions.
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Campden Wealth
Campden Wealth is a family-owned,
global membership organisation providing
education, research and networking
opportunities to families of significant
wealth, supporting their critical decisions,
helping to achieve enduring success
for their enterprises, family offices and
safeguarding their family legacy.
The Campden Club is a private, qualified,
invitation only Members club. Representing
1,400 multi-generational business owning
families, family offices and private investors
across 39 countries. The Club delivers peer
networking, bespoke connections, shared
knowledge and best practices. Campden
Club members also enjoy privileged access
to generational education programmes
held in collaboration with leading global
universities.
Campden Research supplies market insight
on key sector issues for its client community
and their advisers and suppliers. Through
in-depth studies and comprehensive
methodologies, Campden Research
provides unique proprietary data and
analysis based on primary sources.
Campden Education delivers a virtual
training platform empowering families
with practical knowledge and the tools
to make informed decisions. Drawing on
deep expertise and real-world experiences,
our programmes are designed to guide
the whole family through all stages of
ownership and growth.
Campden Wealth owns the Institute for
Private Investors (IPI), the pre-eminent
membership network for private investors
in the United States founded in 1991. In
2015 Campden Wealth further enhanced its
international reach with the establishment of
Campden Family Connect PVT. Ltd., a joint
venture with the Patni family in Mumbai.
For more information:
www.campdenwealth.com
Enquiries: research@campdenwealth.com
T: +44 (0)20 3941 8015

privatebank.barclays.com
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